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Miscellaneous Notes 
the signification given in 1. 2892, 'hedge-enclosure,' and read not' hedge- 
shields '-the shield-wall of defence, or serried ranks, as even Chambers 
is inclined to-but, literally, the 'hedge on or around the earth-wall' of 
1. 2957. Accordingly we translate, turning 1. 2959 into passive in 
English, 
then was treasure yielded, 
By the folk of the Swedes, their flags to Hygelac ! That place of refuge was overrun, When the Hrethlings on the hedge-round closed. 
The manuscript reading and punctuation are retained. The parallel- 
ism of 11. 2957-8 is no longer objectionable. The proleptic statement at 
the outset is in harmony with the practice of the poem, cf. 1. 734, ne 
wes wset wyrd Jd gen, Paet he md moste manna cynnes 3icgean ofer ]i 
niht, or 1. 2341, sceolde ltn-daga ezeling ir-god ende gebzdan, worulde 
lifes. 
ALEXANDER GREEN. 
BALTIMORE, U.S.A. 
THE O.E. 'EXODUS.' 
11. 47-53. In his excellent notes on the Exodus (Modern Language 
Notes, Jan. 1912) Bright has shown how effectively the O.E. poet 
selected the culminating disasters leading up to the expulsion of Israel 
from Egypt. But difficulties have arisen in connection with the sub- 
sequent passage which describes the actual departure. Moore condemns 
it as 'obscure and probably corrupt' (Modern Philology, July, 1911), 
while Bright himself has recourse to a novel interpretation of dreogan 
as 'execute, devise, perpetrate, impose,' etc. It seems possible to make 
good sense out of the passage by taking swa as a relative 'who, which' 
(cf. the Heyne-Schticking glossary to Beowulf), and eal-dwerige (weak 
adj. acc. neut.) Egyptafolc as accusative, parallel to frsten. This inter- 
pretation appears, indeed, to be that of Blackburn (Exodus and Daniel, 
1907), though it has apparently escaped notice. The bold juxtaposition 
of the concrete and the abstract expressions is quite in accordance with 
the style of the poet, cf. 11. 44-5 where Yldsi& parallels folc ferende, 
and also 11. 326-30. The passage then runs: 'That was a famous day 
when the Israelites fared forth, who had endured for many years captivity, 
the perverse folk of the Egyptians, because they (the Egyptians) had 
det :mined for ever to refuse to Moses' kinsmen their desire for the 
cherished expedition.' 
1. 79. Bright proposes to read daegescealdes hleo which he interprets 
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as 'protection against, or deliverance from, the day-cold.' If sceald can 
be explained as a North. back-umlaut form due to the plural inflection 
and bearing the same relationship to W.S. sceld, scyld as onsteallan 
(Daniel 246) to W.S. onstellan, we may, with Blackburn, translate 
daegscealdes hljo by 'protection of the day-shield' (cf. Bilbring, Alteng. 
Elementarbuch, ? 247-9). The reference would then be to the pillar of 
cloud. 
11. 109-110. In his notes on 11. 63-134 (Modern Language Review, 
April, 1911) Napier pointed out the difficulty of rendering beheold: 'One 
expects a verb meaning "began," and, though ongann would be a bold 
emendation, it would yield good sense.... There is however great 
difficulty in seeing how the mistake could have arisen.' But the whole 
line offers difficulties, since, as Bohlen pointed out in his dissertation 
(Zusammengehorige Wortgruppen, etc., 1908), simple attributive genitives 
are not usually separated by the caesura from their related nouns, when 
these follow immediately. Setlrade appears then to be accusative, 
governed by beheold (cf. Beowulf, 1. 667), and scinan an infinitive used 
participially. The meaning 'setting' appears to be established for setl 
and its compounds in connection with the heavenly bodies, otherwise 
'attended to its settled course' would be a satisfactory rendering of 
setlrdde beheold. Possibly, the sentence should be translated: 'Another 
wonder, a strange one following upon the sun, observed the sun's setting, 
shining over the people with flame.' If, however, Bradley is right in 
supposing a lacuna in or about 1. 108 (The Numbered Sections in O.E. 
Poetical MSS.) the problem assumes a new aspect. 
1. 399. This well-known crux has given rise to many solutions, 
more or less plausible, e.g. 'The first murderer was not more doomed 
(i.e. more threatened with death) than was Isaac' (Blackburn). But 
neither Cain nor Isaac was fege in any real sense. Bright is probably 
right in urging that there is no real comparison and that the line refers 
exclusively to Abraham. But it is not necessary to substitute f&egenra 
for faegra in view of Beowulf 11. 913 ff: 
He tser eallum weard, 
mseg Higelaces, manna cynne, 
freondum gefaegra: hine fyren onwod. 
As Klaeber has pointed out, the Beowulf word can be explained by 
O.H.G. gifag 'contented, etc.' and this meaning would satisfy the present 
passage. 
1. 470. The New English Dictionary relates nep to the first element 
in nep-fiod and renders it 'without power of advancing.' But it is not 
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necessary to assume vowel-length for the Exodus form, since the scansion 
of the half-line is exactly paralleled in helpendra pa,d line 488. Some 
such meaning as 'lacking' is required and this is suggested by Ic. hneppr 
'scant,' for which related Scandinavian forms with voiced initial conso- 
nant may be assumed. Cf. Ic. hnjdsa alongside of Norw. njosa, Sw. 
nysa, Da. nyse. The borrowing would be a very early one. 
1. 487. Neither the metre nor the sense of the first half is satisfac- 
tory. By supplying on at the beginning of the line we get a regular 
type. Werbeamnas has been explained as 'mnen, warriors,' and again 
'pillar of cloud' (Blackburn). Assuming vowel-length for the first 
element, we may render werbeamas by 'protecting columns.' The 
reference is then to the walls of water which up to now had protected 
the proud Egyptians. The construction of sloh with a following prepo- 
sition is paralleled in Christ, 11. 1121-2. 
11. 499-500. The reading onbugon was suggested by Grein in place 
of the MS. on bogumn. Blackburn rejects this on metrical grounds and 
proposes buge, to which he assigns modw~rga mist as subject. Bright 
suggests brimr-yppinge as the reading of the second half-line. Adopting 
on bugon in place of Grein's onbugon the line runs 
siddan hie on bugon bran yppinge 
which may be rendered 'after the dark masses fell upon them.' The 
loss of the final -e in brau1e may be explained by elision (cf. Beowulf, 
1. 668): the construction of bigan with the preposition on occurs in 
Beowulf, 1. 2598. The scansion of the first half agrees with Beowulf, 
1. 2523b and represents a C-type. The alliteration is then abba, an 
interesting variety paralleled by Beowulf, 11. 2615, 1222, 1184, 779, 
Maldon, 11. 189, 167, 159, etc. 
P. G. THOMAS. 
LONDON. 
ON SOME SIXTEENTH-CENTURY REFERENCES TO RELIGIOUS 
ORDERS AND SAINTS. 
BALE'S John, King of England, Act I, 11. 450-70. 
In addition to the explanations I have already given in the Modern 
Language Review, xi, 2, pp. 215-6 (April, 1916), I append a few further 
notes on this important passage in Bale's tragedy. 
Ambrosians. This very ancient Congregation claimed to be founded 
by S. Barnabas. It was first reformed in the time of Gregory XI (1370-8) 
by the Archbishop of Milan, who gave it the church of S. Ambrose 'ad 
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